
The following controls for baselines work in the object pane. 
When you have multiple baselines on a page, each must be 
numbered and have a corresponding numbered Letters object.


Baseline objects can be part of individual designs OR combine 
them all into one Design to have them all in one place.


Options can be added to a Letters object name.  The option 
controls how THAT particular lettering object is displayed on the 
corresponding baseline.


Multiple options may be applied to ONE Letters object by listing 
the option letter controls after the “-“


Letters -cm 5   =>  The text object is center aligned and the 
middle of the text is along the drawn baseline 5

Baseline Lettering Options
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Option Action Handle Action
blank Default - align left Upper Adjusts distance from baseline 

evenly

-c Center alignment on baseline Lower Slides selected & next 
characters along the baseline

-m The MIDDLE of the text is aligned on the 
baseline

-t The TOP of the text is aligned on the baseline

-b The BOTTOM of the text is aligned on the baseline 

CLOSED SHAPE
-u          Above the shape - the top of a circle bottom of text aligned to baseline

-l Below the shape - the bottom of a circle top of text aligned to baseline

The GREEN node represents the starting point of the drawn 
baseline.  If you want your lettering object to start “typing” at 
the red dot location - Create > Outline > Reverse Points
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